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Event Reconstruction

Boosted Decision Trees (BDT)Track Max-Log-Likelihood

• Fit events with 3 hypotheses: e,μ,π0

• Ratios of max-log-likelihoods provide
particle identification information

• Staged background rejection

• Reconstruct O(300) physical/topological variables
• Combine/optimize 172 good variables using BDT
to build a powerful PID variable. 

• Global background rejection, e or non-e ?
How to build a decision tree ?

For each node, try to find the best variable and splitting 
point which gives the best separation based on Gini index.
Gini_node = Weight_total*P*(1-P), P is weighted purity
Criterion = Gini_father – Gini_left_son – Gini_right_son
Variable is selected as splitter by maximizing the criterion.

How to boost the decision trees ?
Weights of misclassified events in current tree are 
increased, the next tree is built using the same 
events but with new weights. Typically, one may 
build few hundred to thousand trees.

How to calculate the event score ?
For a given event, if it lands on the signal leaf in one
tree, it is given a score of 1, otherwise, -1. The sum 
of scores from all trees is the final score of the event.

The advantage of using boosted decision trees is that it combines 
many decision trees,  “weak” classifiers, to make a powerful classifier. 
The performance of boosted decision trees is stable after a few 
hundred tree iterations.
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Goal: The MiniBooNE experiment is designed to confirm or refute νμ→νe oscillation signal seen by LSND


